FreightWaves Scientific National Truckload Rates Per Mile
PREDICTIVE FREIGHT RATE ACCURACY

FreightWaves has announced the release of new FreightWaves SONAR van (FSW) and reefer (FSWR) indices, the
FreightWaves Scientific National Truckload Rates Per Mile indices, which present the Lane Signal d
 ata predictions in a
ticker format for faster review and application.

The Projected Cost is based on a forecast of
costs (primarily fuel) and a forecast of market
conditions (OTRI, HAUL, OTVI forecasts).
The Current Rate is based on the actual
costs (Diesel) and market conditions (actual
OTRI/HAUL/OTVI)

WHAT IS IT?
The average of FreightWaves’ proprietary algorithm designed to predict and portray buy side (shipper/broker to carrier)
van spot market linehaul rates of over 750,000 lanes in the U.S., excluding lanes under 250 miles in length The algorithm
ingests multiple data points, including but not limited to tender data, operational costs, and demographic information
and projects them 28 days into the future.
In addition to the straight average, there is also a weighted average calculation for national van rates (FWSW), which
weights each lane’s value based on volume derived from tender data.

FWS.USA – National scientific van rate with a 28-day prediction. (Note: Every value after the previous day’s date is
predicted and subject to daily fluctuations until the day arrives.)
FWS7.USA, FWS28.USA – Historical predicted values for the 7- and 28-day van rates. These are static
representations of the predicted rates that will not change, unlike the predicted values in FWS.USA

FWSR.USA – National scientific reefer rate with a 28-day prediction.
FWSR7.USA, FWSR28.USA – Historical predicted values for the 7- and 28-day reefer rates.
FWSW.USA – The weighted average of the scientific rates. This average is weighted based on volume derived from
tender data. It values lanes with higher volumes more than lower volume lanes.

WHO IS INTERESTED?
Freight Brokers, Pricing Managers, Transportation Managers, Shippers, Financial Analysts, Company Executives, Industry
Experts, Owner Operators

WHAT DOES IT TELL ME?
These rates provide a predictive outlook for national spot rate movement over a 28-day period as well as provide a
historical view how market conditions have changed. Knowing if spot rates are expected to climb or decline can help
users make more accurate decisions for either acquiring or pricing capacity in the near-term.
Variances in the predicted values can also help users identify and explain market anomalies when the market diverges
rapidly from expectations formed from the market information available up to month ahead of execution.
Historical data provides insight into how the market has behaved over time, which can assist in either benchmarking or
validating decisions related to securing or selling truckload capacity.

TO LEARN MORE
To learn more about using applications within FreightWaves SONAR, reach out to your SONAR representative or check
out the Knowledge Center.
If you are not a FreightWaves SONAR user, click below to schedule a demo.

Request a SONAR Demo

